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INTRODUCTION 
At present the ~hite-tailed deer (Odocol1eus vlr-
gin1anus Boddaert), considered a game animal in Iowa, 
is protected by state game regulations. The 1948 census 
has shown that only four counties do not report it as 
being present. These counties are Audubon~ Cass, Grundy 
and Wrigbt. The total population in the state is 2,024 
but a few large herds do exist in some localities and it 
1s these herds Which may present a management problem. 
The herd originating from the Ledges state Park 
had been 8 mangement problem from 1935 through the winter 
of 1943-44 When control methods were completed by the 
state Conservation Commission. No further study was 
made of this herd. 
The object of this study was to learn the effective-
ness of the control methods involved and to evaluate the 
problems which might arise in the near future. This 
made necessary the determination of the number of deer 
present, their distribution, the amount of damage that 
was being inflicted upon the farms, and the manner in 
which the deer were using the land available to them. 
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GENERAL PROBLEMS OF DEER POPULATIONS 
The problems of deer herds, particularly in the East 
and Midwes t as well 8S in various other sections of the 
United states, have followed a s1m11ar sequence of manage-
ment difficult1es. (Manville 1947, Cook 1945, Cook and 
Hamilton 1942, and Rasmussen 1941). First, through ex-
cessive harvests and other abuses, the original popula-
I 
tiona were reduced to such small munbers that the sight of 
a deer was uncommon. In some places, there had been a 
complete extermination ot the herds. These conditiOns, 
men presented to the public by nature lovers and those 
interested in the conservation of our resources for present 
and future generations, created a general demand for pro-
tectIVe measures that would aasure.perpetuation of and 
an increase in the number of these popular game animals. 
Legislative bodies declared closed seasons, preserves 
were established, the planting of deer in old habitats 
occurred, buck laws were enacted, conservation officers 
were deterndned in their enforcement, and the public, 8S 
a whole, was behind all measures that would restore the 
deer. These were the results of a vigorous publicity 
campaign tor conservation. 
The resulta were conspicuous within a few decades. 
Remnant herds had increased their number many times, the 
deer that bad been introduced into old habitats flourished 
beyond the most optimistic expectations, the excess number 
spread in all directiOns from overcrowded preserves, and 
deer herds protected by buCk 1aw8 continued to increase 
despite an annual removal.. Game managers had been alarmed 
by the trend of condItions but public sentiment had been 
sold on ~tection. These critical stages were staggered 
in ibe1r 'arrival but throughout the nation tho trend was 
obvlous to the trained manager. He found new growth of: 
trees am shrubs practically non-existent am browse lines 
established in the older vegetation. In many eases the 
older plants were dead or dying 8S the result of excessive 
browsing. The winter losses of deer were rising rapidly 
from malnutrition; the deer being physically un:f'1 t to wi th-
stand the rigors of a severe winter, to escape their natural 
enemies, or to resist normal diseases. The seriousness of 
Conditions also came in the form of canplaints from tarmers, 
fruit graN ers and property owners. Deer were forced to 
enter flelds~ gardens and even farm yards in search of foal. 
They brovlsed in valuable orchards and resisted various ef-
forts to keep them out. They were reported at resort areas" 
feeding upon hedges, ahrubs,t- and destroying the flowers. 
Once more conditions were critical am something had to be 
done. 
The public had been sold on protect10n. Deer could be 
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seen on preserves, in the forests, parka and along the 
roads. ~e results of a protection program were apparent 
and were appreciated and the public looked upon any sug-
gestion of population reduction with alarm. Various groupt 
singly am organized as associations rallied to the cause 
of the deer. Great publicity was provided for the support 
of these wild animals and those who proposed methods of 
control met with condemnation. Various types of winter 
feeding were inaugurated as a substitute for reduc tion but 
the tutUi ty of the Be efforts was obvious to those who were 
responsible for carrying out the feeding programs (Doman 
and Rasmussen 1944). vith varying degrees of cooperation 
the game mamgers continued to present their case to the 
people. As their program gained momentum and received in-
creasing support from opponents who were willing to compro-
mise or who had detected the fallacy of their resistance, 
they were able to publicize the condi tiona a s they existed 
and propose what they thought would be the necessary and 
corrective measures. Gradually the opposition was overcome 
to a point where lImited controls, either official or un-
ott iel8l. could be risked. \7i thin the past few. years 
def1nite programs have been carried out, which have in-
cluded trapping of the surplus number, doe seasons of vary-
ing lengths, l~thening of regular sensons and the estab-
l1shment of controlled hunting in areas where the hunters 
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are directed to herds that need the greatest reduction. 
At present. mat authorities believe that we are moving 
in the right direction and that the herds must be main-
tained at a size Which will be compatible with their winter 
range. HOlfover.it seems that considerable cpposition to 
such a program will always remain. 
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HISTORICAL REVIEW OF THE LEDGES RERD 
Prior to 1928 ff1ll if any dee~ remained 1n or around 
the Ledges State Park, which is located on the bank of tho 
Des Moines River about five miles south of Boone in central 
Iowa. In early February of that year, the state Board of 
Conservation directed that a forty acre deer range be 
established and fenced and informed the custodian (Henning 
1928-38) that a pair of \Vhite-tailed deer would ba deliv-
ered (Figs. 1 ani 2). At that time a wild animal exhibit 
was featured in the park and the deer wero to be an ad-
ditional attraction. It wos thought there would be suf-
f1c1ent forage within the enclosure and. that this exhibIt 
would require little or no care, while adding much to the 
atmosphere of the small primitive ares. The deer were 
delivered in AprU am on June 6, 1928 Q fawn wa s born. 
Later the same month another pair m s added as til gift from 
a merchant in Boone. 
In 1929 records show that one _deer was kUled by dogs 
and four fawns were born. 
In 1930 two does were purchased in lUnnesota by the 
Conservation Commission and released 1n the enclosure and 
thus the herd continued to 1ncrease. 
In 1933 fourteen, consisting of five bucks, six does 
and three of undetermined sex, Vlere released from the 
is . 1 . Wh1to-tal~ed buck eros inc 
an open field . (Photo by Iowa 
Cons.erva-tion Carom. ) 
Fig . 2. Carl ritz Henning f eding 
Ii hite-tailed deer 1n Lodges State 
P l' r .. Henning as Park Custo-
d1nn nen t .first deer arr1ved -(Photo by Iowa Conservation Carom. ) 
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enclosure to the wild. Ten of the animals were fawns. 
In 1934 twenty deer were released to the wIld and one 
was transported to Monroe County. By 1935 the further re-
lease of deer in the Ledges Area was considered unw1s e as 
the fourteen released in 1933 and the twenty in 1934 were 
reported to have increased to 8 herd of more than fifty 
and, as a result. a few reports of crop damage had been 
received. 
Extracts from the minutes of 1935 Board of Conservation 
meetings show that on February a (Hutton 1939): 
"Motion made, seCOnded, and unanimously carried 
thnt the deer berds at the Ledges and l3nckbone State 
Parks be reduced under the supervision of M. L. Hut-
ton, Chief Engimer. Tl 
and that as Oi' tho date March 29: 
"l-dotlon made, seconded, and unanimously carried 
that Done of the deer be disposed of at the Ledges 
state Park, and that the matter be referred to the 
Chief' Engineer tor action. n 
Publici ty Tlsa given to the rapid gro~h of th1s herd 
and tho Commission expressed its desire to remove the excess 
and stock them, at a proper sex ratio, 1n areas providing 
Q sui table habitat and where they were desired by the people. 
Requests were received, the areas investigated, and the 
follOWing tabulated dispositions were the result. 
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No. Bucks Does Where Stocked Date 
1 1 Bradley Area - },Ionroe Co. Fall ot 1934 
4 2 2 Cedar RIver Bottoms -
Jackson Co. Spring of 1936 
1 1 Nea r Vinton - Benton Co. 8pring of 1936 
-1 1 Cedar Falls Park -
Black Hawk Co. Fall of 1936 
2 2 Waterloo Park - Black Hawk 
Co •. Fall at 1936 
6 4 2 Near VInton - Benton Co. Fall of 1936 
10 5 5 Maquoketa River Bottoms -
JAckson Co. Fsll of 1936 
5 2 3 Grand River Bottoms near 
Van ~ert - Decatur Co. Pall of HIS6 
2 1 1 ncar Cresco - Howard Co. Fall ot 1936 
2 1 1 Iowa City Park - Jo1L~on Co. Fall at 1937 
:5 1 2 Noo r Newton - Jasper Co. Fall of 1937 
2 1 1 City Park at Winterset -
Madison Co. Fall of 1938 
1 1 Feeble-Minded Institution 
Park - Glenwood - MIlls Co. Pall of 1938 
40 19 21 TOTALS 
In addition to the faregolng~ when the stocking dId 
not appear fe&sible~ the CommissIon followed the policy of 
selling the surplus. It was found. tba t capturing the deer 
alive was dlf'ticult and expensive so a part of those removed 
were shot within the enclosure. Accusations of conducting 
a "deer hunt" for sport appeared 1n some publicatlons~ al-
though it was a sincere effort to reduce the numbers on tm 
range and to balance the sex ratio, as prior to Decenber 28, 
1938 it 1'I8S known that the deer in the range conslsted of 
ten bucks, six does, and one fawn. Six bucks were taken on 
this date. A total or t,lenty-one deer~ consisting of" 
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thirteen bucks, six does, and two fawns, were removed in 
this manner between December 14, 1936 and December 28, 1938. 
It bad been found that the original herd would destroy much 
01" the vegetation within the range unless their diet was 
suppleDJ3nted by artificial feeding. Additional expenses 
resulted f'rom veterinary services and from investigatIons 
01" deer killed by do~. 
The next recorded removals were in 1941 when two deer 
were sent to Muscatine County and five were pelted and sold. 
During Janl.l1r:Y. February and Maroh of 1942 eight deer 
were shipped from the 8rea and one was kUled by an auto-
mobile. Two deer eaoh were sent to Linn and Musoatine 
Counties, three were Bent to Madison and one to Hardin 
Counties. Ha.vever, the deer were lroreasing rapidly in 
the Ledges Area and damage reports were reaching the Com-
mission continuously. llewspaper cooperat1on was satIsfac-
tory and information was being disseminated concerning 
cond1tions as they existed. It was a gradual process ot 
organizing publicity pointed toward the creating of public 
sentiment which wOUld approve the reduction which must oc-
cur in the neal' fu turs. 
On August 19, 1942 the farmers, who were subject to 
deer damege, Tl ere invited to Ledges Park for a discussion 
01" their problems and to make suggestions regarding the 
Corrective measures to be taken (Harlan 1942). The meeting 
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was conducted by Mr. Stiles of the Conservation Oommission, 
and about thirty farmers attended. The meeting was given 
newspaper coverage. Various farmers stated their cases and 
described and os t:fmated the amount of damage they had suf-
fered. All were sincere and reasonable in their attitudes 
and they were unanimous in agreeIng that 1mmedin to control 
was absolutely necessary. It was agreed by' all that reduc-
tion stepa must be taken and the farmers were willing to 
cooperate with the Connn1ssion in any way they might suggest. 
Pic tures were taken of typ1cal examples of damage and a large 
section of the August 23, 1942 Des Moines Sunday Register 
was devoted to the cr1s1s. It was reported that 500 deer 
were In the area. S1m1lar items appeared in other papers 
throughout the State. The reduct10n methods were not dis-
cussed at th1s t1ne. However, probable plans for control 
were being proposed and evaluated and the reduct10n was to 
get un:ler way with the arrival of cooler weather. This 
phase of the program was being handled quietly by the Con-
servation Commdssion so that it could be started at fUll 
acale when It was felt that publIc sentiment would tolerate 
such an operation. 
However. the plan was disclosed before preparations 
were completed and a broa dcast condemning the antic1pated 
shooting reached all parts of the state. By October 2 all 
papers CBrl'led articles in the form ot news Items, letters 
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to the editors~ and editorials condemning such practices 
and express~ concern against the killing of deer in any 
manner. Criticism became so severe that the whole progt'om 
had to be a oondoned temporarUy. As an nlternative~ deer 
were offered to anY' person or organization who could pro-
vide acconmodations for them and the state agreed to delIver 
the deer to the des1red location. This offer resulted 1n 
the trllpping and delivery of 21 deer in the first five 
months of 1943 (Fig. 3). Three deer each went to Dubuque 
and Ada tr Count1es, two each to Allamakee~ U1tchell, Wood-
but'y, Wapello, Soc and Payette Counties and one each to 
Hancock and Lucas CountIes and Pilot tlolUld State Park. One 
animal was acoldentall y Itill ed. TrappIng the animals was 
a slow and irregular method of reduction. Even with a good 
deal of publicity, the applicants were scarce and the number 
disposed of wa s only a fraction of the total number of deEr 
that needed to be removed. 
During the fall of 1943 1 t was decided that a few 
wardens from various pOints would be called in to headquar-
tors and tho t these would be replaced by others from still 
other points. This method would be a means of securing 
reliable hunters with a minimum of publicity (Fig. 4). In 
December of 1943 twenty-one deer were removed and the dressed 
CQX'casses, 1ntact~ were given to state institut1ons. In 
Jarn.tary of 1944 thirty-one vrere killed and in February 
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.- ... _-
Fig . ~ rap u ad 0 cnteh door in t he 
Ledges area. (hato by Iowa Cons rva. .... 
t10n Comm. ) 
F1g . 4. rdons Clyde uekar, loft ~ d 
Glenn Yates pictur during tho bard 
reduct1on. (Photo by Io Consorvation 
Con'Il . ) 
another sixteen were taken. 
to Charitable institutions. 
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Th1s meat was olso turned over 
In addition twenty deer were 
trapped during the year and sent to varirus counties in the 
State; Cedar, DubU! us, Webster, Ringgold, Emmet, Lee, Polk 
and Sac Counties each receiving two. Four were sent to 
Adair County. One deer Vias k1J.led. As a result of the com-
bined 1943-44 operatIon well over 100 deer were officiclly 
removed from the area. Tho deer range was abando.ned and 
all artificial feeding of the deer in this area ceased. As 
Q result the Ledges State Park was no longer an important 
focal point for deer aeti v1ty, and In 1945 only one record 
of the herd was made - a deer was found dead on February 16. 
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~E INVESTIGATION 
The General Deer Range 
The area under observation consisted of approximately 
twenty-two sections located 1n CS8S, Marcy and Worth Town-
ships of Boone County, Iowa. The north boundary reaches 
to within two mil es of the city of Boone. The ea st boundary 
is defined by the farm to market and local gravel road run-
ning north am south, one mile east at the Ledges State 
Park. This road is jogged grndually toward the west to a 
HJV;:;i 
point where the Des Moines River is spanned by the Hubby 
Br1dge and s ruth to the road above the river bottom. !fue 
south boundary is marked by a one-half m1le stretch of 
local gravel rooo.. '!he west boundary is the Hull Road, 
which runs gener:aally southeast and northwest, extending 
north to the town of Mo1ngona (Fig. 5). 
This land is divided by the Des Moines River which 
flows in a S Qltheas tarly direction and approrlms tely ono-
third of the tract is to the west. It measures soven miles 
at the greatest length and five mlles at the greatest width. 
The river bottom 1s 8ppr-oximately one-half mile wide for 
the most part and well vegetated above the high water line. 
The drainages lefilding to the river are heavily wooded ns 
are the slopes leading to the high ground beyond either 
bank and, with the exception of Bear, Davis, Pease and 
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THE GENERAL DEER RANGE 
BOONE COUNTY. IOWA 
PRIt.4ARY ROADS 6 SCHOOLS 
-
_ TRUNK ROADS C CHURCHES 
fARt.4 TO MARKET t CEMETERIES 
'. . . . . . .. LOCAL ROADS GRAVELED • GRAVEL PITS 
LOCAL ROADS NOT GRAVELED 
----- DETAILED STUDY AREA 
SCALE 1::::' ==:::::::l' I t.41 LE 
Fig. 5. The General Deer Range, Boone 
County, Ioy.B 
N 
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Second Creek3~ would bo classifiod as 1ntermittent. Ilhose 
gul11es ponetrate into the high ground f'or an average dis-
tance of about one mtIe on e1ther side of the rivor. 
All land that can be cultivated is in corn, onts, 
sorghum, soybeans, clover or alfalfa; hO\"lover, approximately 
eiehty acres hAve been seeded with lespodnzn and are used 
tor hay and pasture. Nenrly fifty per cent of the area is 
in perzmnent pnsture and 1s stocked heavily during most of 
the year. Erosion is n problem throughout the area and is 
quite severe 1n Borne plocea. 
The road nework 1s such that on automobile cnn be 
driven to within ensy walking distanco of any deail'ed loca-
tion and the Des Moines River can bo crossed (It t"-IO points; 
over the 16 to 1 Bridge in the north and over tho Hubby 
Br1dge in tho south. 
DurlZU the fall of 1947 these roada were traveled at 
least once a weelt. All the lm0\1n deer crossings were checked 
and all probable crossinGs were investi8ated. This per-
mitted an approx1ma te e stimnte of population, the location 
of concentration areas, routes of travel and the selection 
of a portion of the range for detailed study. 
The study Area 
The area selected for deta1led study consistently 
showed the grea test anount of deer "sign" throughout the 
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observatioll period n nd, with the exception of one mile 
along the Des Moines River, is b()1.lIlded by roods that are 
kept open during tho winter months (Fi~. 6 and 7). 'n'le 
River Rood is on the north and east, tho Gravel Pit Road 
on the south. the Hull Rand on the west, and a short n'~;rctch 
of farm gravel rood completes the northern boundary. Three 
roads cross the area and separate it into four convenient 
sectors. The Bole H111 Rood separates Sectors 1 and 2, 
the School Road separates Sectors 2 and 3 and the River 
Road marks the lx>undary 'OOtvleen Sectors 3 snd 4. This a reG 
is within sections 13 am 14 of Marcy Township and sccttom 
17, 18, 19, 20, 29, 30,31 and 32 of '''forth Township and hos 
been described in detail by Dr. ~nornns G. scott in an 
earlier paper (Scott 1943). 
The rough terrain rises from about 860 feet above sea 
level at tho Des Moines River on the east boundary to n 
little above 1,100 feet on the upland in the southwest 
corner and is drained by two permnnent streams, Second 
Creek in Sector 1 and Bear Creek in Sector 3. Remn~nts of 
the natural vegetation remain in arens loss adaptable to 
agr1cu1ture. Oak-hickory (Quercus-Caryn) communities are 
on southern and upland exposures and maple-linden (1i.cer-
Tilis) communities are on northern exposures. There nre 
trnnsitlon growths everywhere betneon. The open arens 
have boen in a bluegrass sod. 
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Fig. 6. Aerial Photograph of the Detailed Study Area. 
North at top. 
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DETAILED STUDY 
BOONE COUNT~ IOWA 
SCALE OF MILES 
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Fig. 7. Deta iled study Arca, Boone County, Iowa. 
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Game species now present are those that have respond-
ed favorably to the clearing of ttmber and to agricultural 
practices. Western rox squirrel (Sciurus niger ruflventcr), 
cottontail (SylvilsBRs floridanus mearnsii), racoon (Procyon 
lotor hirtus)~ opossum (Didel~hus virginians), mink 
(Mustella vison), muskrat (Ondatra zlbethlcs), striped 
skunk (Mephitis me phi,t is ), spotted skunk (Sp1loga1e inter-
rupta), eastern bob-white (Oolin~ virginianus vIrg1n1anus) 
and ring-necked pheasant, (Phnsianus colchicus torquatus) 
are now typIcal inhabItants. 
Information ot Herd at start of study 
The deer herd, at the time observations were begun, was 
thought to consist of' between 100 and 140 animals and that 
their range centered in and near Ledges state Park. 
Each at the farm f'amilies in the Brea had at least one 
dog and it was known that sevoral of these animals were 
subject to chasing the deer. The road net covered the aroa 
so completely that traffic was a hazard to the deer, partic-
ularly at night; th1s also ~de the area accessible to 
poachers who eould hunt quite thoroughly vdthout leaving 
their cars. 
The practIce of tarming all available land has led to 
many small irregularly shaped and isolated fields. The 
working of' these small acreages had lett very little 
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territory where the deer were not regularly disturbed by 
man. The overstocking and heavy use of the permanent 
pastures by cattle and sheep lef't little or no f'ornl.:o 
areas Innccessible to dom~stic stock. 
The farmer had f'ound that none of his land '70S inac-
cessible to deer and that his crops could be subject to 
varying amounts of damage. Damage was particularly heavy 
In annll isolated tracts that were completely surrounded 
by shrubs and trees and lighter in open fields and garden 
plots located near his houno. 
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FIELD TECHNIQUES 
Time Spent in the Field 
Two four hour periods each ~1eek l7ere spent 1n observa-
tion during tho autumn and early winter. This time was 
spent in becoming familiar with the aroa, securing per-
mission from the land CRI ners to enter their lands, loea ting 
old concentration areas thot might be frequented in the 
ruture, and determining the points of current activity. 
These Short visits to the study area wero unsatisfactory 
as the greater portion of the time was spent in observing 
roadside "sign" to determine the location of the deer am 
little time remained for detailed study. 
Entire days were spent in tho field during the wintor 
months. This proved more satisfactory as it was possible 
to study the tv/o sectors shooing the greatest amount of 
activity, and to check the area as a unit as well. 
Use of "Sign" in the Absence of Snow 
For the entire period much of the rough terrain WBS 
covered with a thick layer of fallen leaves and twigs. It 
was difficult to move nOiselessly under these conditions 
and very feu deer were seen when the ground was bare. Tracks 
were easily located on the soft shoulders of the roads, at 
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graded field entries, in the cUltivated borders of fields, 
along bare stock traUs in the pastures, in the sand and 
moist earth of creek bottoms and at the borders of the 
temporary and permanent ponds. The success of following 
the deer "sign" varied directly vii th the weather; during 
dry periods when the ground was extremely hard the tra cks 
could be easily lost at times, even on the bare ground. 
\','hen the soil was moist tracks could be ;followed readlly on 
the bare ground, and across pastures as well, unless the 
sod was too thick. Trails could be followed through tho 
fallen leaves when the air was calm, but a breeze of five 
miles per hour was sufficient to rearrange the leaves. A 
definite brown trail was left through the leaves when n 
heavy frost covered the ground. These trails of ton lasted 
untU mid-day in shaded areas. Deer "sign" could nlwaYD 
be foum but far the most part, could only be followed for 
short distances before being lost, and there was no assurance 
that "sign" ;found nearby had been mnde by the same animal. 
Use of "Sign" in Snow 
The best periods of study were those times when the 
ground was covered with snow. Snow depths of one inch or 
less were satisfactory during the morning hours, but before 
noon there was sufficient melting to leave the hilltops and 
exposed slopes bare, and interrupted trails were the result. 
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A snowfall of two inches or less, accompanied by 9 strong 
wind, resulted in smnll drifts and numerous bore areas. 
In many cases nSignn was interrupted under these conditions 
also. Snow depths of tuo inches or greator provided tho 
best tracking and it was possible, on occasions, to follow 
the activity of one group 01' deer throughout one complete 
visi t to the area. (The term groue, is used to designate 
the smaller numbers of deer 1n the area whlch, collectlvely, 
comprise the herd). Individual trucks could be confused or 
lost at points where more than one group of deer had visited 
and time had been spent browsing and wondering back and 
forth. strong winds, shifting the snmv, could erase por-
tions of the "sign" particularly across open .fields. On 
one occasion complete obliteration of "slgn" left by four 
deer in a harvested soybean field was observed with a 1'11'-
teen minute period. 
All nsign" recorded for interpretation was known to 
have been made by deer. In observing feeding habits deer 
"sign" was followed, and all pOints, where it \'10S indicated 
thot the animals had fed, were closely observed and any 
plant species showing fresh usage were recorded and samples 
brought to the laborator.y to check identificotlon. These 
records were of a qualitative nature only. Any "sign:' or 
usage whichwao questionable or could be interproted in 
moro than one Vlay Y1[1S omitted because, os previously I!len-
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tioned, the area was heavily pastured by cattle, horses, 
and sheep. 
Scott (1943) f'ound \,1!1en studying the northern plains 
red .fox (Vul nes regalis Merriam) that, in observing "sign", 
the results were less modifiod by man's presence and more 
apt to represent the normal activity of' tho animals if tho 
policy of "back-trackingll uus carried on. This \Vus noted 
to be true wi th the Ledges Deer Herd. 
Direct Obs~rvations 
The deer were extremely wild during the fall and early 
winter vfuile baing observed. They seemed to be alert and 
uneasy, and \"Iould bound over the nearest high ground and 
out of sight with the first snap of' a twig or stirring of 
the leaves. 
As the season progressod and the deer gathered into 
larger groups, observations were made more successfully. 
This success ,ms further increased when thero was a suf-
ficient sncr.r depth to muffle the sounds made while stalJclng. 
The prenence of man uan usually detected within thirty 
minutes by one or more of' the animals at which tine the 
alerted grrup would bound out 01' sight as before. A few 
attempts were made to f'011ow the grrups sinco they moved fOC' 
varying ~lstancon, so~timon resuming their activities 
within one-half mile f'ron the point of' disturbance. However, 
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after once belng disturbed it was difficult to complete 
additional approaches. and many times the snapping of twigs 
in the distance. as the deer resumed the1l" flieht. wr:n the 
only reward. 
F. F. Darling (1937) was able to mnke observations 
for periods of saveral hours from selected vantage points 
during his sttrly of' the Red Deer; howover. the rough topog-
raphy was a limiting factor in the Ledges Area. 
Any results of direct observation were considered un-
reliable for normal activities and it was decided to rely 
upon ttsign" for this informs tion. 
Discussion with Local Residents 
Occasional visits were made witi~ farmers at four key 
points in the area and with Mr. M. L. Jones. the Park CUs-
todian. These visits aided in maintaining their interest 
in the herd am on several occasiona assisted in locating 
deer activity during periods when it was difficult to pick 
up tlsi(gl n. '!he number of' deer seen since the last visit 
W f,S always reported. This pm ctice als 0 led to inf'ormntlon 
concerning some of the animals v/h!ch were shot 1n the area 
and althOugh names were never involved this type of informa-
tion would not have been received by casually passing the 
time of day_ 
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Censusing 
Three methods of censuslne nere used. However, the 
last two methods Vlere ccnduated only one time. 
11ho first method rright be called a tfrunning cent1us" 
as it wos contlnued throughout tho study. This method was 
based on "sign" detected plus animals observod. During 
periods without snow it resulted in varying figures and 
might be considered a rough estimate. During snow periods, 
the observer drove slowly around a sector to detect all 
"sign" made by animals ontering and leaving. Then the sec-
tor was cruised and the nrons known to be frequented by the 
deer ~ere visited and the number of deer bods nnd the nunber 
01' tracks left by the animals as they moved from plnce to 
plnce were oounted. The nwnber present could be estimated 
from this lIaignn and the figures secured were qui to con-
sistent. The a rea was rechecked nf'ter the cruising to 
detect Whether deer had left the sector during the time 
spent in cruis1 ng and to avoid reoounting these animals 
in the next sector. 
The second method was a "mod1f'1 cd" deer drive (Morse 
1943). There ViaS c allOW depth of cbout six inches when this 
census waD conducted. The members of the Wildlife L~anoge­
ment Class assisted but the number of individuals inVOlved 
was too small to :rna intain the desired interval of 30 to 
100 yards and to establiBh observers at the phase linos. 
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It was reported that at lenst four animals croased the 
.tinal phase line and f1ve deer wore seen poss1nlj throuc;h 
tho line of drivers. The number reported did agree quite 
favorably w1th the population e~t1mated by the "running 
oensus II method :for the sectors censused. 
An neritil cenous was the third method used (Fig. 8). 
This consus was conducted on the day following the deer 
drive and \"11 th excellent snon conditions. The plane used 
vms a Piper Cub am an elevation of 400 :feet and tm air 
speed of between 60 and 70 miles per hour was ~aintained as 
nearly as possible. The results obtained Vlere inconnistont 
and thus unnotisfnctory. The ~ber reported to be presont 
by the IIdrive fl wan confirmed. A herd reported to be present 
along the east boundary of the Ledges state Park was locnted 
and the nwnber present there and nearby agreed \7ith the 
numbez> counted by the Park Custodian two days before. HOY/-
ever, there were sectors known to contain a definite number 
of deer in vb ieb none of these animals could be detected. 
Where the method. worked, it was perfection. Perhaps ad-
ditional experlem e with this method would produce more 
unlf~ results. One hour of aeriol census covered ground 
tha t would hove requlr ed at least tv/o days for a deor drive 
with a sufficient number of men. 
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FI!IDruos 
As influenced £l the topogrnphy ~ cover 
The deer had a tendency to spend the daylight hours on 
the rougher terra1n and where the cover was quite dense. 
It wos noted that the deer 'When traveling had 9 tendency 
to move on the mid-slopes of creeks and gullies where the 
botto~ were quite wide and deep, but as they progressed 
upstream to where the bottoms were only about thirty feet 
deep the deer went into the stream beds and continued in 
this mnnner until they renched the point of exit, where 
they went strnietlt up the slope Bnd either into on ndjoin-
iog gully or into the nearest cover. 
It was noted several times that the deer varied thoir 
general direction as much as two or three hundred yardD 
in arder to poss through an open field gate or to pass 
thra~gn a section of a renee that was dorm (Pig. n). It 
\70S also noted that the deer crawled under the 1'ancos fit 
points \1here the lo-;/er strnnd or wire VInS obout t'.70 reet 
above the ground (Figs. 10 and 11). ~~c deer climbed 
throuGh the rences ivhere tho strands of wire \"lore spread 
zufficiently far e.-port. 0:1 I,1obrnry 1:., the o'!)snrvor 'flOtched 
seven doer moving nlong the south slopo of Second Creek in 
Sector 1. Theso deer 'were mOVing slowly nnd as they reached 
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a rence crossing their trail the animals began to crawl 
under it. The observer was detected after the first four 
deer had passed under the wire, am the three remaining 
deer jumped the fe nce easily and followed the others out 
of sight. 
The distances traveled Or the deer in a twenty-four 
hour period varied from a few hundred yards to as many as 
eight or ten miles. The average daily movement wos about 
three or four miles. 
The greatest number of road crossings occurred at fills 
where the vegetation fol1a-led the stream course to both 
edges of the road. Road crossings were also numerous nt 
points where wooded arens bordered the roads from both 
sides. Most of the trails avoided the fnrmsteads at dis-
tances of from four to seven hundred yards and where they 
existed, topographical fentures were used to prevent the 
animals from being observed. The deer were observed enter-
ing open fiel ds from the surrounding cover as dnrlmess np-
proached. 
'!he Des 110ioos River acted aa a oorrier for movement 
to the east. Severnl residents reported that the deer were 
crossing the river but, throughout the study, no "aient! was 
found that suggested this movement \-mi1e the river 'Was not 
frozen or when the ice uas not well covered with snow. 
Three animals were noted to hnvo crossed the stream during 
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a period when a heavy cover of snow was upon the ice. 
Apparently caused El. rut 
u.s. No. 30, one of the main east-west highways cross-
ing the state of Iowa, is about two ndles north of the study 
area. 'l'he big hill west of' Boone, Iowa consists of' two 
ridges joined by a flll of this ronde As tht" animals move 
up the draw between the ridges the highway is crossed at 
the fill, and it is here that deer are killed by automobiles 
eaCh year. Two bucks were killed in November 1947 and local 
authorities report that this is an annual occurrence and 
that the animals ldlled have been nearly all bucks. The 
fact that these losses occur at approximately the same time 
each year and that they are predominantly bucks might in-
dicate the abandonment of' normal precautions during this 
period. 
A direct observation made on November 25 WUB inter-
preted as being effected by the rut. Two bucks crossed the 
River Rood within one hundred yards of the observer who was 
returning to his car parked at a point tnenty yards nearer 
the deer. Both animals saw the writer as they crossed the 
road and entered an open pasture nearby. The bucks stood 
near the renee line and watched ror a period of about f'ive 
minutes and did not flee until the car door was slammed 
from within. About en hour Inter it was decided to fUrther 
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investigate this po 1r. They were located in Q poplar-willow 
thicket of the Des Moines River £lood plain about one-half 
mile from the original. point of observation. Both animals 
were startled by the snapping of a twig and one fled in a 
direction that would return him to their loea tion prior to 
crossing the road. The second fled a short distance to the 
right and stopped about two hundred yards away. lIe stood 
there a short time and then began to move to the right tovmrd 
a point tha t would be down wind. He continued to approach 
closer as he progressed in thi8 direction and stopped at a 
point about one hurrlred yards from the observer. '!h1s posi-
tion was maintained for about fifteen minutes until the ob-
server lay down on the ground. Then the buck resumed his 
approach and co nt inued to B point nearly down wind and about 
e1ghtw feet away (Fig. 13). He refused to come closer but 
did remain at this point unt1l the observer stood up about 
thirty minutes later. He fled in the direction taken by 
the 1'1 rst animol. 
under snow condit1ons 
There were only two periods during the study when the 
snow depth exceeded three inChes (Fig. 12). These periods 
were February 13-14 and March 2-13. During the latter 
period a maximum depth of twelve inches was reached. At 
this time walking was quite difficult and distances of a 
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mile or more were tiring. It wos noted that there wos n 
reduction in the deer's traveling; shorter d1stances were 
evidenced beh10en bedding areas and there was a tendency 
to remain near feeding points for longer per1ods. It was 
always possible for the deer to paw through the snow to 
secure desired foods. However, there was no time during 
the winter when the deer were unable to move freely through-
out the study area am no "si@1 n or ";rard1ng" ocourred. 
The deer did not appear to be as alert or sens1tive 
am could be appro ached and observed with comparative eose 
during the time of' deep snow. 
During heavy atoms. 
On March 2 approxima tely eight inches of snow fell 
within a twenty-.f cur hour period. A group of thirteen deer 
remained, for the duration of' the storm, in a dense poplar-
willow are a on Bear Creek just west of the Polly Creek 
junction. These deer remained within four acres feeding 
upon the shrubs, small trees and tv/o £elled trees that were 
there. There uere forty deer beds, some partially filled 
wi th snoVl ani some abaIrloned reoently, in th1s area, in-
dicating that some animals had browsed three or four times 
during the storm. "Sign" In:l1cated that the deer left this 
oover after the otorm and went directly to a corn field to 
feed. lliis was the only observation of oct:t~11 f;y l"·vstrlo 
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tion, due to the elanents, I!lode during the study. 
Hunting pressure 
Thratghout the study period there were ocr-ssional 
reports of hunting in the area and six remains of hunter 
kUls were found.. Three of the fi elds in Sector 2 along 
the Bole Hill Road hOO well .. 'Worn trails where COl'S had 
evidently been drivensr01.md the field edges at night in 
search of deer. One resident oonfirmed this activity. 
However, the greatest number of kills wos in Seotor 3. 
On February 11 a group of four hunters was interrupted by 
the \'1I'iter. These 1119n had jumped seven deer near the junc-
tion of Bear Creek and Cemetery Run. One doe was injured 
but not found by the hunters. llie animnl was found and 
removed by the writer three days later (Fig. 14). 'Ihe re-
maining deer ran in a northwesterly direction, croAsed the 
Hull Road and reacmd the western portion of Sector 1 bo-
fore stopping. This was a distance of about three miles. 
There ,vas no "sign" that these deer returned to soctor 3 
for the duration at' the snem period which was about three 
days. 
Three hunters were enco'tUltered near the Bole Hill Road 
on Her ch 3. About one hour earlier the writer had noted 
~vo deer croBsing the School Road, near the school house, 
·1nto Soctor 3. These deer :Cled d1 rectly across the open 
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fields and into tho heavy cover about one-.fourth mile to 
the south. The hunters edtn! tted seeing the deer but clain:ed 
to be hunting fox. Each man was carrying a large caliber 
rifle. It was not known whether the deer were .fired upon 
or rot but the hunters' presence had caua ed them to .flee 
.for a distam e of at least one mile. 
Action 2f. dogs 
Three raccoon hunters living in the general derr range 
reported the presence af' deor rwde the use of doga rather 
unreliable in this sport. They stated that many times when 
their houn:ls jUl'l'Ped a deer they Tlould cont1nue in purauit 
and be 100 t to the hunter for the duration of the evening. 
Hunters living on the east side of the Des Moinos River saW. 
that generally the deer ran toward the Ledges state Park. 
Several form dogp 'fl ere knooln to chase the deer for 
sl:ort distances when they approached too closely to the 
farm yards. Only two farm dogs, one on either side of the 
river, were found which contInued pursuit of the deor until 
tl-t~ chase resul ted in doo th for the deer. 
Two hounds were observed hunting the aren along the 
School Rood on February 6. They spent about five minutes 
in this region before following the troU into Sector 3. 
'!he "sigl tt was s tudi ad ofter their departure but there 
was about an equal amount of deer and fox "sign" and it 
could not be daterm1md \'Ihich animal Was being hunted. 
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Timber operations 
Two timber removal operations were conducted in the 
study area. Same of the larger trees were taken for con-
struction lumber while the branches and smaller trees were 
sectioned and split to be Bold as mine props. 
The first work occurred on the Des Moines River flood 
plain in the northeast corner of Sector 4 during the early 
ptll·t of January. The second removal was made during the 
first week of February from the high ground that separates 
Polly and Bear Creeks. In both instances the noodcutters 
had one or more dogs with them which must have caused their 
presence to be more disturbing to the deer. The doer left 
these arens during the chopping activity and no new "signU 
could be found, exoept that made by deer ~hich evIdently 
were crossing through these points at nIght, wi thin a radius 
of one mile from the Beene of cutting operations. 
Variations ~ food supplies 
The summer preoeding the study had been extremely hot 
and dry and the absenoe of rain in September and the first 
half of OctobertGd left the fields and pastures in matured 
and dry vegetation. There were two corn fields, one on 
either side of the river, that had been planted in late June 
but had not been cultivated, so were heavily infested with 
weeds. The weeds must have protected the corn plants as, 
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although they were not over four feet tall, they were green 
and succulent. It was noted that deer fed in and remained 
near t.lJ.ese fields. 
In addition, there was a rather abundant distribution 
of corn in the fields at the begl~~ing of the study, as 
different corn pickers seemed to leave varying amounts; some 
fields were not considered good enough to pick. One field 
at the junction of Bear Creek and Cemetery Run in Sector 3 
was shocked and left to stand, and one field in Sector 1 
along the north edge of Bole Hill Road was not harvested 
until the first of April, 1948. stock was pastured in the 
fields of Sector 4 first, and the greater portion of the 
available grain was consumed b,y mid-November. There was 
little "sign" of additional feeding by the deer in those 
fields for the rest of the study. At this time there was 
an increased use of the shocked grain left in Sector 3 and 
in the picked fields that bordered the School Road along 
the northern limit of this Sector. The deer moved from 
Sector 3 to Sector 1 when the woodcutters and their dogs in-
vaded this part of the range in early February. In addition 
to the unharvested field in Sector 1 there were several 
fields that had not been picked cleanly and hod not been 
pastured by domestic stock. The greater portion of the 
herd remained in this area for a period of three weelts. 
It was though that the abundant grain supply \Tas instrumental 
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in holding ~~e animals hero as tho wood cutting, in Sector 3, 
only lasted for three or four days. 
Presence of salt 
---
The deer wore attracted to blocks of salt placed in tho 
pastures and field corners and wherever these blocks were 
to be found "sign" of deer use could be observed (Fig. 15). 
The solt was distributed quite unlformly in the area and 
there was no indication that it resulted in concentrations 
of the deer. 
Competition with other hoofed animals 
. - ----- ------- ---.;.------
Domestic animals wore using the permanent pastures until 
mid-December and were returned to these pastures before the 
first of April. The harvested fields provided winter pas-
ture until all available forage was removed. 
It WDS noted that there was a tendency for less deer 
"sign" to be found in these pastures and fields while they 
were being used by the domestic stock and that there was 
an increased deer activity in adjacent areas. The field of 
shocked corn was used most regularly by the deer during the 
latter part of November and through December but prior to 
this time cattle had entered the field. Several shocks had 
been used by the cattle and were in various stages of de-
struction. The deer seemed to avoid these shOCks and prac-
44 
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tically all of their feeding in the field wns confined to 
the shocks that hod not been usod by tho cattle. Tt70 pas-
tures that WC1"e used by sheep showed no "s ienlt of deer nc-
tivity, other than croBsineS to adjacent aroas, for the 
periods that the sheep v!ere in them. 
It ms not known whethor it was the preseroe of these 
d<r.1estie animals \7hich VIas undesirable to the deer or 
whether it was man's closo a ssociation in tending h1s stock, 
but areas that received usage by dOMestic stock showed a 
decrease of deer activity. The heavy overstocking and re-
sulting forage consumption could hove made other pastures 
and fields moro desirable. 
Disposition of An1mals 1::1 thin the Herd 
Early: winter 
During the period of October throuc;h Decerr.ber it YlOS 
notod that the deer were either single or in smBll groups 
up to four i!1 number. Fawns were seen with their mothers 
at this t1mo and it was thought that theso m1g..l1t be family 
groups (Darling 1937) and thot the larger groups might in-
clude yearlings as well. A group of four deor vn s the 
largest observed during this period and all "sign" indicated 
that they probably wero not much larger. 
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Winter 
. 
Mter January and until mid-lilarch largor groupings 
were quite common and groups as large as thirteen were ob-
served on sevezosl occasions. 'lhese numbers wera not con-
stant, however, and wore evidently composed of several of 
the foll groupings and. two or three bucks. rrhe \'1!'ltcr re-
ceivod two reports of larger eroups; the first nos comprised 
of twenty-four deer and TIas reported to be in Sector 3, the 
second consisted of ~hirty deer which were south of the 
Ledges State Pnr:{. Both reports Vlere investigated flnd no 
"sign" of such large nmnbers could be found. It was thought 
tha t if these reports Vlere accurate, the lHrge numbers must 
have been only temporary as smaller groupings were noted 
during the investigations. fuel'e Via s a definite trend 
toward an increase in the size of tho groupings during this 
period, am the average of three or four, noted during the 
early winter, had increased to six or seven. 
Early sErmg 
Obs ervG tions for this period \"lere fen but by April 1 
Itslgnlt indicated thnt thore VIas a rathor un5.forrn. spreading 
of the deer throughont the study area and that thore was a 
reduction in the size of' the groups observed during the 
winter period. There soemed to be Q grea~number of single 
animals than during tho fUll period and fewer groups of 
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three or four. It TlUS thought that this might be due to 
the animals, nearing two years of age, leaving the fnmily 
groups. 
~1e gI'eat amount of spring farming activl ty through-
out the areQ left few or no locations within the range where 
man was not present some time during the day. This influ-
ence may ~lso have been instrumental in the reduction of 
the group sizes. 
Selection of Deddlng Sites 
Bedding sites occurred throughout the area and Vlere 
found on nearly all types of terrain; ho~ever, reoot bedding 
sitos were locatEd on ono of three main types: (1) the 
gradual slopes on either side ot the nwin drainages seemed 
to be the most favored locations (Fig. 16), (2) the proJec-
tions ot high ground which extended into the drainage systems 
were selected quite often (Fig. 17), (3) the dense thickets 
which \'Iere comprised mainly of willow, poplar, and locust 
were also selected many times during the study. These 
thickets could be :found throughout the area. 
The slopes \1ore usmlly marked with deer troils and 
many beds wore found along thea e trails. Some of' the 01 opes 
had concave baeins whero leaves collected to a depth of from 
:four to six inches. These drif'ts of' leaves provided ex-
cellent bedding areas and were used frequently. Beds Vlere 
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also round noxt to renee lines where the leaves collected 
and beside ra11en trees. The beds on this open terrain 
were usually those us ed during the hours or dnrlcness. It 
was also noted that during periods of coldness and cloudi-
ness the slopes orrering protection against the prevailing 
winds were used. One instance was observed on January 26, 
after the sun had been shining for thirty minutes, where a 
doe had selected a bed site that was both protected rrom the 
north wind and in the warmth of the sun. The animal had no t 
been bedded donn long enough to melt the snow when she \1as 
disturbed. 
Projections of high ground were used more often during 
calm periods. It was noted on several occasions, that when 
groups of seven or more deer were bedded on those terrain 
features, the beds were located in such a manner that all 
approaches could be observed by one or more of the animnls. 
Bedding grounds were round in wooded thickets every-
where in the area but the greatest use of these thickets 
occurTed in Sector 3. Thore seemed to be a preference for 
these sites during the day1i6ht hours and during severe 
storms but they did show use at other times as well. 
Eight deer beds were found in an open corn field that 
bordered the Bole Hill Road (Fig. 18). This occurrod on 
February 13 and was the only time a selection of this type 
was noted. The deer had entered the field after darkness~ 
Fig . l~ . ear beds on 
high ground project-
ing into a drainage 
syst It 
Fig . 18. Door bed found in non 
corn field . 
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had fed for some time and then bedded down. Feeding nos 
resumed loter and 1t was supposed that the deer left the 
field before daylight. 
A deer was observed preparing a bed on Llarch 3, in 
snow that VI as about eight inches deep and quite heavy. The 
deer cleared a spot in the leaves, large enough for its 
body, with a backward and outward mot1on of its forefeet. 
The snow \lOS thrown about two feet from the bed. -:lhen the 
area was cleared the animal lay down and faced directly 
toward the observer. The animal \"I::S alerted ten minutes 
later, by wBvir:g a glove, and bounded through the rest of 
the group leaving the area with the twelve other deer. 
Feeding Habits 
Foods taken 
DOlmstio. The use of the following sgrlcul turnl plnnt 
materials YIDS noted during the study period. 
Soybeans. These fields had all been harvested prior 
to the investi~tion but observations indioated that the 
deer did feed on the stubble and the pods that grew below 
the level of the mower. There lVOS "sign" that soybeans Vlere 
being utilized except during periods of deep snow. 
Oats. These fields had been harvested before the study 
and had also been heavily postured by domestic stook. 'I'here 
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were indicntions thot the deer entered the fields at ttmos 
but no detection of us age could be made. However, it wa s 
thought that there was a limited usage of oat remains dur-
lng tho wi nter period. 
Sorghum. There Vias one field of shocked sorghum along 
Beer Creek bordering the Hull Road. Deer passed through 
this field during the winter and on two occasions lt was 
noted that the deer investigated several of the shocl{s but 
no "sign" o:f usage \'lCB detected. It Yin e thought that the 
deor used the sorghum very little if nt all during the winter. 
Alfalfa, Clover and Lespedeza. These fields had been 
harvested ond were being heavily pastured whon tho atudy was 
begun. Those hay crops were grazed closely by the domestic 
ontnols and little forage remained after their removal. 
There 'iTa s "sign" that these tialds were used by the deer 
throughout the winter but it was not thouGht thn t much 
forage was secured. 
Corn. This crop VIDS in various stages of maturity, due 
to the late spring, end remained in various stages of harvest 
"for the durat10n of the study period. These \"/ere trequentod 
at all times by the deer and the corn comprised n large 
part of winter diet. 
Untive. A qua11tative study waa mode of tho native 
plants bearing "sign" of browsing dU1'ing perioon when 
anow covered the ground. ','J1l1tc em (Ulmus americans), box 
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elder (~ nagundo), cottonwood (PoEUlu9 deltoldes), oak 
(Quercus spp.)~ black walnut (Juglans nigra), nestern crab 
(Malus ioensis), American elder (Sambucus canadensis), 
dOg¥lOod (Cornus stolonif'ern), bluo beech (Carpinus carolini-
~), honey locust (Gleditsia triacanthos), red cedar 
(Juniperus vir'sinffina), Prickly ash (Xnnthoxylum americanum), 
hgwthorn (Crataegus spp.), willow (Salix opp.), rose (Rosa 
blanda), blackberry (Rubus occldentalis), goosoberry (Rib~ 
cynosbati), riverside grape (VitU9 vulpina), smilax (Smilax 
rotundifolia), sunflower (Holianthus sp.), horse mint 
(Monarda mollie), Cannda thistle (Carduus arvensii), and a 
faw unidentified. forbs were fed upon by the deer. J.iost of 
the species in the area were probably being used. Recent 
detailed food studies con:flnn this opinion (HaIIDner strom and 
Blake 1939, Hill 1946, and stegeman 1937). 
Selection 01' d1e t 
During normal conditions. It was noted many times that 
the deer consumed bligs and leaves of browse species as 
they approached tho corn fields and there was a marked tend-
ency toward the ingestion of browse species n1'ter the animals 
had fed upon the corn. '.Ihis practice wos oODervcd a t other 
crop f1clds but was much less pronounced. 
During Eeriods of ~ weather. '!he only indica tion 
that the elements had restricted the actIvity of the deer 
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was found. March:5 following a thirty-six hour period of 
heavy snow fall. It.. group of thirteen deer had remained in 
Q poplsr-wUlow thicket, ncar the junction of :Dear am Polly 
Creeks, :for at least twenty-fo't.l.r hours. "Sign" indic ated 
toot these animals had fed three or four t:1rnes during tb-"_s 
period and that their diet had consisted solely of browse. 
rl1th the cessation of the storm the deer moved directly to 
the corn fields" in Sector :5, that bordered the School Hood. 
The deer fed in the se field and then bedded dO\7ll in the 
cover that was adjacent to the field from the south (F:~g.19). 
The deer returned to the field a second time to feed and re-
turned to the cover as before. /~ter feeding upon the corn 
for the third consecutive time the deer br~7Bed through tho 
wooded a rea before bedding <1::r.7n. 
riater 
Bear Creek, Second Creek and the Des Moines River pro-
vided an available supply of wator thro~out thc soo sons 
am Y1 E:lI'e uaed by the ardI:lnls a t all times. ITO'.'! ever those 
sources were as much as one mile from areas i'requented by 
parts of the herd. There were three ponds in the area 
created trJ road fills that dammed the heads of natural 
drainages. Two of these ponds were along the School Road 
and the third \'fas alOI1G the River nond. 'lhe use 01' these 
ponds was quito heavy during late September and ecrly 
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Fig . 19. 31 to b.er(l de r badded 1n 
oodsborder1ng corn field . eol' 
r entered t f iald from this point . 
F1 • 20. "S1gn" left by deer on t ('f 
sn • 
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October although the water wns covered \'11th a scum of dust 
from the road and appeared to be stagnant. The deer drank 
this wnter though runninG water was available ~lthln one 
mile. A small water hole partially surrounded by willowo 
was located within one hundred feet of the Des ~~oine8 Rbrer. 
The deer bro\7sed the willows Qround the stagnant wa tel' but 
went to the river to drink. The deer used the permanent 
water supplies very little during the rainy period occurring 
in late October. The small pools of water which accumulated 
in ruts and low spots provided the most used water supply 
at this time. 
~~e permanent drainages provided the only available 
wuter during most of the winter period. The deer drank 
trom the open areas of these frozen streams and the points 
where springs kept the ice melted. Snow provided a source 
of' VI ater rut the snow TI as usually supplemented by water f'ro!!1 
the strf;sms when the SnO\7 depth was less than two inches 
(Figs. 20 and 21). 
Stock tanks, in farm yards, provided another source 
of weto!'. HORever, no "sign" was observed indicating use 
of these tanks and it was thought that the deer did not 
obtain water at these points. 
Damage to Crops - Pall and Vl1nter 
The first obvious deer damage was observed in Q corn 
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field located in the southern portion of Sector 4 above 
the Des Haines River. ~is field had been planted late so 
many of tho plants were small and green in October. The 
deer nipped the green silk fro:a the ends of the small ears 
on many of the plants. This resulted 1n partially filled 
ears or in cobs that produced no corn at all (F~g. 22). 
The deer sometimes shredded the husks exposing the small 
ears which Vlere thon partially or completely eaten (Fig. 23). 
The remaining exposed parts Boon dried so ears injured in 
this manner were 3 complete loss. Many plantn were broken 
oft at the point where the ear was formed, and when this 
was a bottom ear the entire plant was lost. The tassel of 
one plant in this field was removed while emerging from its 
protective sheath. A later observation Bhmved that this 
resulted in n 10s£ of one-half of the tassel (Fig. 24). 
Damage was also noted in matured fields at this time. 
Corn was removed from the ears while they remained on the 
pl~~ts, whi~~ usually resulted in only a partial removal of 
the grain .from the cob (Fig. 25). Other ears were pulled 
from the plsnts anD. the grain was then completely removed 
.from the cob on the ground (Fig. 26). The securing of grain 
in this manner continued throughout the study in fields 
where the corn had not been picked too closely and in one 
field which was not h2rvested until April. (rhe greater 
number of these :fields \'lore in Sectors 1 and 3. 
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Fig « 21 . Sign whare deGr 
bad eaten now b~rors f1nd-
tne an () n spot J.l'l the ice 
that covarod ar Ore k .. 
Fig. 22 . n ear with silk nd 
hu k nippod of£ . ~ on the 
left s not injured by deer. 
(Photo by F . A. Glover) 
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Fig. 2S. Injury to young 
corn. (Fhoto by F . • Glover) 
F1~ . 24 . ee to eorn 
tassel (upper left) by eer. (Photo by F. A. Glover) 
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Fig,. 25 . Com r&m.ovGd~ 
but tho oar re on 
the stalk. 
f 
is . 26. An onr pulled to t 
and sh 1ng gra in removed . 
ground 
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Grain was secured from shocked corn, located in Sector 3, 
in the manner described above. However, there Wf'S no in-
dication that the deer destroyed the shocks to secure corn 
inside them. 
'1ne damage to the corn crop, during the study period, 
was quite light although this grain provided an excellent 
source of food for the deer. The late fields were used to 
pasture CEl ttle and it was noted that all damage by the deer, 
prior to the entry of cattle, was scarcely equal to that 
done by one cow in two or three days. 'lhe mme VJa s true in 
the fields which were picked and then pastured later. 
Several fields were picked and then pastured lightly 
or not used by stock at all. The amount of corn consumed 
by individual deer could be detected during snow periods. 
It was noted that one deer fed from five different ears as 
it crossed a field, another consumed the greater mnount of 
six ears and a group of thI'ee deer used thirtoen ears. The 
examples of corn consumption given above could be multipl1ed 
by the number of deer present and by the days \7hen corn was 
available to the d8er. The amount consumed by the deer 
would represent n large sum at current market prices. How-
ever, plowing operations were observed 1n April and the 
remaining corn was plowed under. It was realized then that 
the deer had merely utilized part of the waste grain and 
thnt the major loss they had caused was 1n nutrient materials 
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which were being returned to the soil. 
The corn Shocks were not removed from the corn field 
in sector 3 during the study. Several of these shocks were 
opened and it was impossible to find a kernel of corn on 
the cobs. This grain had been consumed by the mice, squir-
rels, raccoons and opossum ranging the area. The total 
loss of grain to the deer did not exceed fifteen per cent. 
The soybean, oat, alfalfa, clover and lespedeza fields 
had been harvested prior to the study, as previously men-
tioned, and it was felt that the damage to these crops dur-
ing the fall and winter months was very light. The sorghum 
field showed no obvious use by the deer and it was a~sumed 
that no damage was suffered by this crop. 
Dsmnge caused by the deer varied with the size and lo-
cation of the fields. Small submarginal fields compl~t~ly 
surrounded by woods were heavily used until available food 
supplies were eXhausted. Larger fields and those only 
partially surrounded by wooded vegetation were used more 
lightly or after the grain 1n the small isolated fields 
had been consumed. The large open fields, away from pro-
tective vegetation, showed little or no damage by the deer. 
In addition to the foregoing, several farmers reported 
spring and summer damage to the corn, oats and hay crops. 
It 1s realized that losses would occur during these seasons. 
However, the study period did not include these seasons and 
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it is not felt that adequate statements concerning spring 
and summer damages can be made at this ttme. 
Population 
~e total deer population for the area under observa-
tion was thought to be about sixty and this number was 
thought to be evenly divided with about thirty deer on each 
side of the Des Moines River. 
The thirty deer on the west side of the river ranged 
within the study area during most of the study period and 
about twenty-five per cent of these deer were fawns. 
Eleven deer were known to have been killed on the gen-
eral area during the study period. Six of these deer killed 
by hunters, three by dogs and two by cars. It was known 
that the six hunter kills occurred in the study area (Fig.27) , 
and that one was killed by a dog. It was thought that one 
of the two deer killed by cars had come from the study area 
also as it occurred during the rut when the bucks vere mov-
ing. The ~70 remaining deer were killed by a dog in the 
Ledges state Park. It nns not known whether or not total 
killed by hunters was complete and it wns doubted that nll 
the evidence of these illegal kills was found. 
The total increase of the herd in the study area was 
thought to be about eight or ten fawns and the decrease was 
known to be seven or eight, and it was thought that these 
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f1gures indicated a m1n~um loss. Embryos were found 1n 
only one of three does (two adults:nd one fawn) vlhich had 
been 1::1lled dur1ng tho winter months. The frequency of 
pNgnancy ~as much louer than could be expected (Cheatum 
and Morten 1946). 
It is thought that. under present cond1t1ons, the deer 
herd may retain its present number or gradually decrease 1n 
population. 
other Observations 
Bucks rubbing antlers 
The buclts \'Iere rubbing their antlers during the early 
part of the study and. trees bearing fresh tlsign" of this 
act1vity could be found until mid-Uovember. Young Dspens, 
box elders, and willows received the most damage (Fig. 28). 
Shedding ~ antlers 
The number of bucks w1th antlers was noticesbly fewer 
in January and early February. The latest observation of 
a buck bearing antlers Uas made on February 13. 
Bucks herding ~ 
During the winter the bucks usus lly fo11o\1ed the does 
and younger animals when groups of both sexes were observed. 
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Two does and a buck were observed on January 7 in a 
corn field bordering the Gravel Pit Road. The buck fol-
lowed the does out of the field to the edge of a nearby 
gully north of the road where all three stopped and turned 
toward the observer. After a few seconds the buck went 
toward each of the does and caused them to enter the gully 
beyond the field of observation. The buck then returned 
and watched the observer for at least a minute before re-
turning to the gully. A few minutes la tel' the buck VU1S 
seen overtaking the does a quarter of' a mile away. 
On January 30 a s1m:llar observation \"ISS made. A buck 
and two does vlere seen emerging from the gully mentioned 
above and moving toward an open pasture. The observer vm s 
detected and the does returned to the draw at once. The 
i.;u .. ~k followed after watChing a few seconds longer. However~ 
five other deer were found just below the pOint where these 
three deer had re-entered the gully. These animals ap-
parently were not aware of the observer's presenco, although 
the three that were seen originally had passed through the 
group and were one quarter of' a mile away. One might con-
clude that the herding or following of the does by the bucks 
was assoc!stedwith the rut and that this stimulus was re-
duced by the end of January_ 
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Fig .. 2? R main o£ 
deer hot noar tho outh-
rn boundary o£ Se-etor 4 . 
19 . 28 . GO to 
8 11 tre s cau ad by buoks ~ubbing their 
ntler • 
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SUMMARY 
1. An historical review of the Ledges Deer Herd 
showed that the deer problem in Iowa followed the genoml 
pattern of deer problems in other parts of the United 
states, and that problems nill arise from uncontrolled 
deer populations In oreas where all tillable so11 is in 
agricultural crops. 
2. The '1hito-tai1ed deer were observed on on area 
of' about twenty-two square miles bordering approximately 
two miles south of' Boone, 10\'la 1'rom October, 1937 to 
April, 1948. 
3. "Sign" WAS utilized to furnish most of tho data 
offered in this study. Direct observations wore made but 
the reaction of the deer was considered unreliable durIng 
those periods. 
4. Three methods of censusing vrere used. A "running 
census tr , whIch was continued for the length of the study, 
supplied the population numbers thought to be present. 
A "modifIed deer driven and an aerial census were used to 
check the figures secured by tho "running census". The 
results of' tho "drive" correlated cloooly with tho ftrunning 
census fl but the results of the aerial census wore erratic. 
5. Tbe deer tended to utilize the topography and 
cover to prevent observation 0: their movements whorcver 
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possible. The deer avoided jumping fences when there was 
another means of passing through them. 
6. The Des Moines River acted as a natural barrior 
to movements and only three a~als were noted to have 
crossed the river during the study. 
7. The bucks displayed considerable boldness during 
the rutting period. One animal approached within eighty 
fect of the observer at this time. 
8. There uas no indication of "yarding" at any time. 
Tho only reduced activity occurred on March 2 when a heavy 
snowfall continued for ~7enty-four hours. 
9. Deer fled up to distances of three miles when 
disturbed by hunters. In one instance after being hunted 
the deer remained away trom sector 3 for three days. It 
was thought that better food conditions in Sector 1 might 
have influenced this delay in re turning. Hunters were 
knO\1n to have killed six deer in the study area. 
10. ~vo dogs were known to have killed three deer. 
The deer avoided approaching the farm yards and it ~as 
thought that the presence of dogs caused this reaction. 
Tho deer moved from areas where timber was being cut. The 
presence of dogs with woodcutters may have caused this 
movement as well. 
11. There WAS a tendency tor the deer to move to and 
remain near areas where corn was available. The use made 
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of bottom lands tends to encourage deer damage. Small iso-
lated tracts that have been plowed along the river and creek 
bottoms, in the permanent pasturos~ are subject to the 
greatest amount of damage by the deer. 
12. stock salt was rather uniformly distributed over 
the study area and did not appear to result in concentra-
tions of the deer. 
13. The deer tended to avoid fields and pastures used 
by domestic stock. The close association of man with his 
animals may have influenced this reaction. 
14. The deer were in groups up to four in number dur-
ing the early winter. These were thought to be family groups. 
Groups of as mnny as thirteen were observed during the win-
ter but the numbers were not constant. The average group 
had increased to six or seven during the months of January 
and February. In early spring the size of the groups was 
reduced again. There were fewer groups of three or four 
than during the early winter and there vms a greater number 
of single animals. 
15. Bedding sites which provided the most protection 
from the elements were selected. A good field of observa-
tion seemed to be a secondary requirement. 
16. Corn comprised a large percentage of food taken 
by the deer. Most native species of browse were used dur-
ing the winter months. 
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17. The deer utilized the nearest water supply but 
selected fresh water in preference to stagnant water when 
both were nearby. 
lB. Deer damnged the green corn by nipping the new 
s11k~ eating the small ears, removing part of tassel and 
breaking the ata lks. 
19. Corn was secured from mature plants by remOVing 
the kernels from the cob while it remained on the plant or 
by knocking the ears to the ground. 
20. The neglect of one corn field in Sector 1, which 
was not harvested until April, was an example of excessive 
loss of corn which could have been avoided. 
21. M:any of the submarginal fields probably could not 
be farmed profitably during periods when farm prices are 
normal. If these fields are returned to pa stares the deer prdilem 
will be further decreased. 
22. 1be deer fed UPQn cnrn daily. The grenter per-
centage of this consumption consisted of waste grain. 
23. Other agricultural crops had beon harvested prior 
to the study and received little or no damaGo during the 
r/inter months. 
24. The last observation of a buck bearing antlers 
was mode on February 13. 
25. ~bere were approximately sixty deer in the twenty-
two square miles under observation. Thirty of these animals 
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were in the study GreG. 
26. 'lhe control o~ the Ledges Deer Herd by the Iowa 
state Conservation Commission has been quite successful. 
llie removal o'f deer by' organized shooting was much more 
successful thnn trupping in this area where feed is a bundnnt 
and salt 1s well distributed. The present policy o~ not 
feeding deer in the park area has eltminated the deer con-
centration in and around the park and ns a result the deer 
are quite well distributed along the Des Moines River from 
about thirty miles above Boone to the city ot Des Moines. 
27. Data indicate that the present rate of reproduc-
tion, in the study area. is about equal to the number lost 
and if this ,is true for the entire area, the deer populn-
tIon, under present conditions. should remain about the same 
or decrease gradually. 
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